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NOTA BENE
The George Washington Post

Friday, September 22, 2000

Dean Transgrud Undergoes
Bypass Surgery
BY ANGELA HSU

Features Editor
Dean Transgrud underwent a quadruple
bypass on Monday, September 11, 2000 after
a routine physical exam sometime after La
bor Day revealed he was suffering from
blocked coronary arteries. Dean Trangsrud is
currently recuperating at his home and, as
Dean Jenkins is happy to report, feeling much
better albeit sore and tired. His doctors have
instructed the Dean to refrain from driving
and from returning to work for at least six
weeks after the surgery.
This creates some problems for the stu
dents who were enrolled in Dean Trangsrud's
Complex Litigation course that was offered
for three units. Dean Jenkins and Assistant
Dean Gutman spoke to the class last week to a nnounce
Dean Trangsrud's inability to finish his course instruction
due to the medical emergency. Both Jenkins and Gutman
assured the students that the administration would do its
best to accommodate them as they consider how to com
plete the course requirements. Some students have elected
to participate ir. a clinic program and others have decided
to write a paper on a topic in complex litigation. Others
have chosen to enroll in alternative classes and for these
students, Jenkins and Gutman have promised to extend all
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drop/add, pass/not pass dead
lines to facilitate the transition.
Besides teaching Com
plex Litigation, Dean Trangsrud
is also the Senior Dean for Aca
demic Affairs. He supervises the
law school's entire academic
program. Trangsrud is respon
sible for class scheduling, ad
junct faculty supervision and
chairing the scholarship com
mittee. Dean Jenkins and Dean
Gutman have assumed Dean
Trangsrud's responsibilities un
til he returns at the end of Octo
ber and both have stated that
things have been running
smoothly despite the sudden ab
sence.
For those students unfamiliar with bypass surgery,
its main purpose is to attempt to restore the blood supply
to the parts of the heart that are supplied by blocked arter
ies. The heart muscles will die if they do not receive an
adequate supply of oxygen and blood. Over time, blocked
arteries can lead to a heart attack. Fortunately, Dean
Trangsrud's doctors were able to detect the artery block
ages before such an incident could occur. The Nota Bene
sends Dean Trangsrud its best wishes for a speedy recov
ery.
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Financial Planning
for Lawyers:
or I'D LIKE TO INVEST THE

FOIL VE COLLECTED
I'
FROM
500 PRETZELS, PLEASE!
BY JENNY S PUTTER

Editor in Chief
Erik Penney, financial advisor for Morgan
Stanley Dean Witter, spent most of last Wednesday
telling a group of GW Law students how to prop
erly diversify their stock portfolio. Unfortunately,
you need about $50,000 to have a properly diversi
fied portfolio. That led one student in the room to
giggle. Most law students don't have $50,000 to
invest But maybe they will at some point, and that
is what Penney has in mind for his recurring lec
ture series on investing in the stock market. (Ok,
just so you keep reading, you should also diversify
when vou invest smaller amounts in the market).
On this first lecture, Penney laid out the ba
sics of stock market investing. This discussion was
aimed at the virginal investor. '"Some people think
investing in the stock market is just about making
money," he began, pausing toallow the eager minds

See I'D LIKE... on page 4

Another Cheating Scandal Rocks GW Law:

What's Up with the Honor Code?
BY TASHIBA JONES

News Editor
If you ask GW students what they like
most about our law school, many will men
tion our range of outstanding professors,
the great location of the school, or the vari
ety of courses that are offered. But many
might also agree that GW's best feature is
our pool of law students who are friendly,
cooperative, and most of all honest... Or are
we?
The scandal surrounding last year's
journal competition exposed our school to
the aftermath of law school cheating. Many
were upset that the actions of only a few
cheating students might result in a punish
ment for the entire first year class. Others
felt that the weekend they spent scanning
through 300 pages of cases could have been
time better spent on a sunny beach in
Florida. A few were disappointed that
someone "snitched" in the first place. Yet,
no one really voiced the concern that the
Academic Integrity Code had been broken
and the law school's integrity and reputa
tion had been jeopardized. Now, anot her
scandal comes to light that again implicates
the honor of our law school and questions
the integrity of our students.
In the last academic year, the Moot
Court Board conducted their annual Van
Vleck Constitutional Law Moot Court com
petition. During the quarter final rounds,
competitors were required to submit appel
late briefs advocating their client's case to

"It is a disgrace that
he is back. The Honor
Code is explicit and it
wasn't an accident It
is not fair to me or the
other students to have
him here."
-Ronald Jacobsthe Board, and also exchange briefs with
"opposing counsel," or the competitor that
they would argue against. Those elevated
to the final rounds submitted new briefs
detailing their position and again argued
against other competitors. It was at this
stage of last year's competition that the Aca

demic Integrity Code was violated.
Ronald Jacobs participated in last
year's Moot Court competition and won
"Best Brief' of the competition. The stu
dent against whom he argued advanced to
the final round, where he was required to
submit a new brief. That student's team
eventually came in second place.
But there was a problem. According
to Jacobs, the student had turned in a pla
giarized brief. Words, paragraphs, foot
notes, and errors that were in Jacob's brief
were copied verbatim into the brief at is
sue and resubmitted for the final round. "I
was shocked," Jacobs said. "He took my
entire brief and replaced his with mine."
The plagiarism was discovered by another
student whose brief had also been partly
copied. Although it was never explicitly
stated, Jacobs assumed that this student
would be expelled due to the severity of the
offense and the fact that it was such "bla
tant plagiarism." But that was not the case.
Pursuant to GW's Academic Integrity
Code, charges were apparently brought
against this student, but neither of the se
verest penalties - expulsion or suspension
- were meted out. The lack of a visible
punishment makes students like Jacobs
wonder just what, if any, kind of academic
dishonesty will have to occur to warrant ex
pulsion or suspension.
Considering the circumstances,
Jacobs was surprised and disappointed to

See MOOT CHEAT on page 3
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Honor Thy Code

Scent of a Law School
blue they'll complain about itand the school
will remedy the situation. You are half
Staff Writer
right: The students will certainly complain,
It was the day I had been looking for but the school won't lift a finger. You will
ward to all summer long. After spending soon learn that indifference to student com
three months glued to an office chair I fi plaints is a time-honored tradition here at
nally found myself standing atopEdinburgh GW Law, an irreversible precedent that is
Castle admiring the breathtaking view of strictly followed as stare decisis (Latin
Scotland's capital. Blackened stone build translation: continuing bad practices be
ings and spired cathedrals formed an intri cause that's the way things have always
cate skyline against the glassy backdrop of been).
Students aren't the only ones who
the North Sea. As I listened to the bag
pipes playing in the distance, every worry have to put up with this kind of manure.
and stress I had experienced over the sum For example, one professor recently com
mer seemed to melt away. The scene was plained that the facilitiesat the faculty's new
so perfect it was surreal, almost dreamlike. F street location are a joke. The single fax
Two days and thousands of frequent machine shared by all of the professors has
flier miles later, I awoke in a nightmare. been broken for weeks,as has the building's
Despite my every urge to turn around and air conditioning. And here comes the
run away, my feet kept their course, plod kicker: Since the school is too cheap to
ding reluctantly down theconcrete sidewalk pay for on-site repair, someone will have to
on H street. When I reached 21" street I transport the faculty's behemoth-sized fax
stepped into the crosswalk and narrowly machine to and from a repair shop, thus
avoided death byLincoln Towncar. I sucked prolonging what has already been an un
in a deep breath of car exhaust, my e ars necessarily long delay in providing the fac
ringing with the metallic clanging of ham ulty with standard communications equip
mers and shrieking of electric saws. As I ment. "The school just takes students'
approached the courtyard outside the law money, invests it in real estate, and doesn't
school I saw two men spraying manure onto provide any services in return," the profes
the flower beds with a large hose. As the sor complained.
pungent odor filled my nostrils I c ouldn't
In addition, for the entire week of
help but think what a fitting reception it September 4"' the school's mail service had
was for my first day back to GW Law.
a zero percent delivery rate to professors
As all seasoned GW Law veterans are located on the fourth floor, a success rate
well aware, we put up with a lot of, shall that had hitherto been duplicated only in
we say, "manure" at this school. If these remote regions of third world countries.
first few weeks back to school are any indi The problem? A broken elevator. Accord
cation of things to come, this school year ing to one angry professor, the mail carrier
will be no different. To those of you lLs apparently decided to take the week off
who are still too inexperienced to fiilly ap when he/she (nobody really knows) discov
preciate what I'm talking about, let me call ered that the elevator was broken. "I hate
your attention to a few things that you have to think of how the mail delivery failure
probably observed already.
could have affected my colleagues who are
When you arrived for your first week involved in litigation and have filing dead
of classes you undoubtedly discovered that lines," the professor stated.
most of the classrooms are more aptly de
As you lLs will soon realize,this brief
scribed as furnaces. Perhaps you tried to illustration of institutional incompetence is
alleviate the suffering of your heat-stricken by no means comprehensive. I h ave only
classmates by opening a window. That, of scratched the surface. Space does not per
course, is when you discovered that the few mit me to elaborate on the wobbly chairs in
windows that actually crack open do so just the classrooms, the common absence of
enough to let in the blaring of sirens and bathroom supplies, the deplorable number
the banging of construction, but not quite of square feet perstudent, the annoying cost
enough to bring you any real relief from and inconvenience of the school's printing
the heat.
and copying "services", etc., etc., etc.
To t hose of you who think that the
I wish I could give you lL's some
temperature problem is gone now that helpful advice for dealing with the frustra
Autumn's more temperate weather has ar tion you will inevitably experience over the
rived, I say, "Ju st wait until winter." You next three years. For those of us who have
will then learn that at GW Law our fur- preceded you, however, only one thought
naces convert quite easily can bring us comfort when we think about
into freezers. Perhaps you how little we get in return for the stagger
are imagining that when the ing sum we pay in tuition: graduation.
students' lips start turning
BY ANDREW AINSWORTH

In P rofessional Responsibility authors Thomas D. Morgan and Ronald
D Rotunda courses describe to Psychologist Lawrence Kohlberg's 6 stages of
moral development. They refer to the third stage as conforming behavior to
"something he thinks others will approve." This is not "the morality of
aspiration, but...certainly familiar to lawyers." When a lawyer attains the
highest level of moral development, he finally acts according to principles that
are "self-chosen. The authors use this sketch to impress upon the reader the
difference between acting out of a fear of getting found out and acting in
accordance with a set of principles by which the lawyer has decided to conduct
himself professionally. To put it another way, it's the difference between a child
and a true adult.
Here at our law school - the same school that teaches
us Professional Responsibility - we are not trained to be
grown up lawyers at all. We are shuffled into exams only to
have a parent-like finger wagged in our faces: don't cheat or
else. The more brash amongst us may have asked, or else
what? At this moment, it seems like the punishment depends
on how much trouble your cheating has caused. Hey, you may
just get "a letter in your file." We even have a babysitter
during exam time, while our parents, the deans, cannot be with
us. Times up, and you haven't stopped writing? Oh, we can
hear the shrill voice now: STOP! We mean stop NOW.
When there is a transgression, we don't get together
as a community to agree upon an appropriate action. Instead,
we await the punishment as if from on high and then throw a
tantrum if we don't agree with the punishment. We've settled
into this childlike state with only a small whimper.
No one has bothered to wonder whether or not the
core of our academic integrity system makes any sense at all.
Some institutions offer open exam periods. In fact, for some
professors at these schools, a student can take a closed book
exam in his own room. How can this be? At these schools,
the students have agreed as a community as to what standards are appropriate
and the burden rests with the students to keep the code honorable. And it works.
U works because tt was student-written and the students keep it viable. These
schools are closed communities in which the students have a real stake in its
government. They write the code, agree to the code, report transgressors of the
code and ultimately judge the Code's transgressors.
We need a policy that reflects our better lawyerly instincts. If given the
respect and responsibility to behave ethically, we will do so. If treated like a
naughty child, we will live up to that reputation. Witness the height of the
current rules and restrictions: no laptops because we might go nutty with the
spellchecker?
Think the school is policing you in your interest? Think again. A
recent Washington Post article detailed how law schools will overlook the most
amazing unethical behaviors when it admits new students. Georgetown Law, for
example, is currently instructing some stock fraud scam artists and a plaguarizer,
for example. However, though the law schools might let these students in, bar
associations often do not. Right here at GW, those students who cheated on the
journal competition last year are required to report the incident to their
respective bars. The bars may not ever let these hopefuls practice. Why would
a law school admit such a student? Simple. Tuition dollars. In other words, the
Law School does not have our best interest in mind.
Do we want a policy that governs a group of lawyers or a group of
needy children?
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MOOT CHEAT PRISON RAPE: MALE GUARDS
AT FEMALE FACILITIES
FROM PAGE 1
BY JAMESA D RAKE

see the very same student back this year - and present in
one of his classes. "It is a disgrace that he is back," Ronald
professed. "The Honor Code is explicit and it wasn't an
accident. It is not fair to me or the other students to have
him here." Although the student sent Jacobs a letter of
apology, Jacobs is not yet ready to forgive. "He never ap
preciated the fact that he violated the Honor Code," Jacobs
said.
The student declined to comment for this article.
Dean Koller, Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, also de
clined to comment vehemently stating "I cannot comment
on issues involving specific students." However, it is im
portant to note that at the end of the year. Dean DeVigne
will publish a report detailing various cases of academic
dishonesty brought before the Committee on Academic In
tegrity. This report is made available to students upon
request.
"Is this type of thing that GW wants to be known
for?" Jacobs asks. "We have good students overall, but a
few can poison the whole pool."

If yo u would lik e to submit a letter
or article to Nota Bene;
please put- it on disk in WordPerfect
or Rich Text format. All submission

for the next issue should be
delivered to the Nota Bene box in
the Record's Office by
Monday, October 2
at 5:00 p.m.
Questions? 202-676-3B79

The Human Rights Watch recently surveyed eleven
U.S. state prisons and found widespread vaginal, anal, and
oral rape of female prisoners at the hands of their male
guards. Although our criminal justice system does not
pretend to rehabilitate inmates, it must at least aim to not
make them worse off then when they started their incar
ceration. Many prisoners deserve to be punished for their
crimes, but no one deserves punishment in the form of
sexual torture. The surest way to protect against rape and
sexual abuse is to prohibit male guards from holding con
tact positions in female prisons and jails.
According to a 1992 survey in Corrections Compen
dium, more men than women work in most women's pris
ons. In many facilities male guards outnumber female
guards by two or three to one. The passage of Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits employers
from denying a person a job solely on the basis of their
gender, is largely to blame for this. After 1964, many of
the restrictions on male corrections officers working in
women's prisons were eliminated to make way for female
corrections officers working in men's prisons. The pres
ence of male guards in female facilities is particularly
troublesome given the background of most inmates.
An independent 1988 study found that 88 percent of
female inmates have experienced childhood physical abuse,
childhood sexual abuse, adult rape or adult battering prior
to incarceration. Past abuse directly affects how women
respond to contact with male guards. Dr. Christine
Kampfner, a clinical psychologist specializingin the psyche
of female inmates, believes that abused women often re
live the trauma of abuse and suffer flashbacks of it when
male corrections officers strip search them and/or conduct
pat-frisks.
Findings such as Dr. Kampfner'shave persuaded the
U.S. Courts of Appeals in the Seventh and Ninth Circuits
to address the problem of male guards supervising female

inmates. In Torres v. Wisconsin Department of Health
and Human Services, the Seventh Circuit court held that
sex could be a bona fide occupational qualification to re
strict male officers from working on the housing unit in
prisons. .Along the sa me lines, the Ninth Circuit held in
Ionian v Gardner, that given the prisoners' histories of
sexual and physical abuse, cross-gender pat-frisks consti
tuted cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
Even the United Nations has considered this prob
lem and has established rules against male guards super

vising female inmates. Its Standard Minimum Rules for
the Treatment o f Prisoners prohibits male officers from
holding contact posts - positions in which they serve in
constant physical proximity to the prisoners of the oppo
site sex. Every court and legislature must confront this
problem and enact similar legislation.
No study can determine the exact amount of abuse
in female prisons, but several recent lawsuits against the
D C. Department of Corrections shed light on the extent
of the problem. In 1993, over ninety female inmates and
former inmates came forward in a class action lawsuit
against the District of Columbia to complain of torture
and harassment at the hands of the prison staff. The judge
found that male guards compelled women prisoners to
engage in sexual relationships. The staff used force, threats
of force, or offersof favorable treatment (ie. cigarettes and
food) to elicit sexual favors. One former inmate even tes
tified that it was common practice for high-ranking male
guards to line up the female prisoners, look them over,
and pick the women they wanted to work in their offices.
The lower ranking guards picked the inmates who were
left over. Many inmates testified that the guards used the
work assignments as an opportunity to rape them.
In 1995, seven guards at the D.C. Jail were sus
pended (not fired) for forcing two female inmates forced
to perform a striptease. This abuse was reported in local
newspapers, but the guards were permitted to continue
supervising the women involved. An inmate recently filed
a complaint against the acting Deputy Warden fo r opera
tions at the D.C. Central Treatment Facility, alleging that
he anally raped her. Although the woman was treated at
D.C. General Hospital for a ruptured rectum, a grand jury
failed to indict the officer.
In an effort to remedy these abuses, a special moni
tor was appointed try judicial order in 1994 to irxvesti^ate
sexual misconduct within the District's correctional sys
tem. Two years later, the position was eliminated. Most

instances ofsexual abuse in female facilities go unreported.
Female prisoners with no visible signs of the sexual abuse
have little chance of successfully reporting the incident.
The Human Rights Watch report found that in nearly ev
ery prison investigated, the grievance procedure required
the prisoner to confront the abusive guard first before fil
ing a formal grievance When a formal report was filed,
there were instances in which the officer accused of the
sexual misconduct was assigned to the investigation.There

See RAPE page 4

PHOTO OP-ED BY CHRISTINE CHUA

What do you think of the new computers in the library?
14It's too

noisy, it destroyed the whole
study area, it's great that there are
more computers and that you don Y
have to wait in line, but there's
nowhere to study.
Jeni Pachovska, 2L day

"Though the idea itself makes
logical sense to provide more
computers, the reality of the
situation is that it has taken
away a relatively large study
area, given the constant clatter
of keyboards and movement by
people checking email using
the computers for a brief
interval, etc. It would have
been better to increase
computers in closed rooms!"
Andrew Harris, 2L day

"The idea behind the current ccomputure
configuration was to allow students to have
cn area where they could take out their
books and study while allowing them to use
the computers. True, it reduces the amount
of quiet area for studying but one possible
resolution would be to section off part of
the lower level area in the stacks for noncomputer study."
John Paradiso Library Faculty

"It was a good idea but
bad implementation. It
was nice that they
provided all that desk
space but it would be
nicer if you could see
the computer screen
through the glare of the
overhead lights."
Beau Howard, 1L day.
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gathered before him to ponder that thought.
However, inv estors have a wide variety of
goals: retirement education, wealth build
ing. The first step in investing in the mar
ket is to ascertain your goal. The goal must
be "specific, quantified and prioritized,"
Penney explained.
Penney stopped to ask, what is a
stock, a nyway? A breathless graduate of
Corporations law answered that it was part
ownership in a corporation. That owner
ship entitles you to certain benefits. But
benefits come with risk. And the amount
of risk you're willing to tolerate will deter
mine how you organize your portfolio.
Riskier portfolios include a higher invest
ment in potentially more rewarding stocks.
But how does one diversify? Choose
stocks i n different industries or sectors.

Then pick stocks by looking at these fac
tors: earnings growth, products, manage
ment, competition, industry, balance sheet,
and valuation. Penney promises to explain
more fully these factors at later sessions. A
more simple inquiry is: whether or not the
company is trying to break into an area
where there is already one dominant pro
ducer. For example, Microsoft.
Realize your portfolio might need to
change. Goals change. There could be
unexpected events or a change in the eco
nomic climate. Careful monitoring of your
stocks' performance is crucial. In deciding
whether or not to sell, it's important to re
view the company fundamentals and look
for changes in the industry or the economy
generally. You might just ask yourself:
would you buy this stock again? If the an

swer is no, then sell.
Penney cautions to do real research.
"Don't turn on CNBC and listen to the talk
ing heads," he warns. "To use them toguide
your basic investment principles is prob
ably dangerous."
But some students who attended the
lecture were contemplating another picture.
"Should I pay off my debt quickly or invest
my money and pay later," asked Shelley
Dittmar. Penney was hesitant to give ad
vice here. He thinks, depending on your
interest rate, that it might be better to in
vest and then use the return to pay off debt
later. That is, unless you can pay off all the
debt at once. Around this time, Penney in
formed the group that you need about
$50,000 to have a properly diversified port
folio. But don't worry, if you have less to
invest, you should still diversify in a more
modified manner. And "IRAs are a good
idea." Also, Penney suggested a law school
investment club, so that students could pool
their money to experience the market to
gether.
Student reaction was somewhat
mixed. "I think he lost me right when he
said you need $50,000 to invest. But over
all it was useful in terms of getting your
feet wet," remarked Dittmar. Penney has
given more focused lectures like "women
and investing" and is looking forward to
leading similar discussions here. Penney
appears eager to meet the investing needs
of GW law students. And Penney was
pleased by the turnout, which he took as an
indication that the series should continue.
Though he wasn't entirely convinced that
the number of students who attended was
not directly related to the amount of pizza
delivered.

Student talking wiht Erik Penney

Dear B&K:I think my roommate is a cleptoma
niac. At first, I thought I was going nuts, because
things kept disappearing without a trace — clothing,
food, small amounts of money. I couldn't figure out
what was going on until the other night, when I no
ticed my roommate wearing my earrings! She says
that they were in the bathroom and she thought they
were hers. How can I confront her? What should I
do?
B:Ask her where she got those earrings since you
have a pair exactly like them. Use a friendly, curious
voice, so as not to seem like you are accusing her. Yet,
if she stammers and gives you some lame answer like
she got them from a friend (yeah, you!), sounds ner
vous and doesn't look you in the eye, I think it'd be
perfectly reasonable to express your concern tha maybe,
just maybe, she mistakenly thought they were hers but
that the earrings are actually yours. However, if she
sticks with her story and you're not convinced, I say
make a little trip down to the Counter Spy Shop and
pick up a gadget or two so that you can catch her in the
act! Just set up your little mini-cam, leave something
out and just wait for her to step into your trap. Then
when you have proof, confront her with a big AHA!
and watch her cry.
K: You know, as much as I'd like to imagine that
you're a highly unique individual, maybe she just has
the same earrings? I mea n, you have one incident, not

overwhelming proof that your roommate is a clepto! And
if she is a clepto, why the hell are you leaving your ear
rings out? When it comes to living with someone, I don't
sweat the small stuff. I mean, you could lock upyour sham
poo every week, but that seems like not so much fun after
the novelty wears off. If this is a huge problem, like you're
sure she's stealing important items, lock up the important
stuff up and tell her that she has a problem. And her prob
lem has become your problem. So what can you do to
help? If you are direct but persistent, she will have to
listen. Unless she's also a big fat liar. In which case, you
should move or convince her to move. And next time, use
better judgment! Ask a fewquestions: what are your clean
liness habits? When do you usually go to sleep? Are you a
clepto? Yes, you heard me correctly! Are you a clepto?
Dear B&K:
Every Thursday, I tell myself I am going to catch
up over the weekend but then I go to Bar Review on
Thursday night, recover on Friday, talk to friends on
Saturday, go out Saturday night, recover Sunday and be
fore you know it, it's time to watch "The Practice" again.
I'm falling so behind. What can I do?
K: I have an idea. Stop going to bar review. Hi, can
I please see all of the same people I've been forced to look
at all day long, now all drunk and sweaty? In a word,
yummy! For the love of Pete, stay home on Thursday and
relax. I like to take one night and just conc
entrate on Kelly.

RAPE FROM
PAGE 3
is no excuse for this sort of administrative
negligence.
Today, male guards in the District of
Columbia can watch a female inmate use
the bathroom, shower, or change clothes.
Male guards also supervise female inmates
in a variety of work assignments. This prob
lem obviously extends beyond the District
of Columbia. According to Amnesty Inter
national, suits are pending against the states
of Arizona, California, and Michigan,
charging that prison guards have beaten,
raped, and sold female inmates for sex with
male inmates. The cause for greatest con
cern, however, comes from Alabama, Ken
tucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana,
Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia eight states that have no laws criminalizing
sexual relations between prison staff and
inmates.
Society cannot afford to have prisons
and jails return inmates to public life bro
ken, abused, and much less mentally stable
then when they left. In the long run, we
will all be worse off for their terrible treat
ment. Of course not every male guard
abuses women, and there are some female
guards that do. The surest way to prevent
sexual abuse, however, is for female guards
to supervise female inmates. The same
should be true at male correctional facili
ties. Male inmates are also entitled to an
environment of sexual privacy. Common

sense dictates it, and international law de
mands it.
If prisoner's rights issues interest you,
consider signing up for a tour of the D.C.
Jail and/or Lorton Maximum Security
Prison. Watch for signs around school for
how to register.

Do my nails and listen to NPR (what, I'm not just an
advice columnist. I'm as intellectually curious as any
one here at—oh. .. Ok, I'm more intellectually curious
than your typical GW law student, whose non-school
reading consists of the Sports section or the Reliable
Source (like that's a style section, gag me)). Then,
I'm fully rested and ready to face my reading. I de
vote a good block of time to just reading - no distrac
tions. Then I can go out. AFTER the reading is done.
No arguments, no whining. Hopefully, I'll have it all
finished so I c an spend Sunday with my favorites The New York Times, Sam, Cokie, Georgeand George
(I really miss Bill, don't you?).
B: If you're a 2L or 3L who did amazingly well
your first year, I say don't give it another thought.
Enjoy yourself! But anyone else, I'd say get your butt
in gear and imagine living at your parents' house af
ter graduation, listening them ask you everyday,"Why
don't you ha ve a job yet? Mrs. Smith's son has a job
and HE graduated from American!" It doesn't have
to happen if you just crack open a book now and get
going. If you're really behind, you might consider
buying the casenote briefs to make your reading go a
little faster. It'd be good t o use some of those social
skills that you've undoubtedly picked up at bar review
to snag some outlines, maybe even a legendary
Bachrach if you really know people. Good luck!

^K^ri/e to (j&rencla and d^oe//y wit/i your concemd, anazetied, dray firo/deim,
any//tiny you /doe, andifyou're /uc/cy, l/tese tuso /pifidford may even red/wnd/
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MIKE HAD DAD (3L DAY)
People love their guns. Nothing
wrong with that. Unfortunately, some
people love them a ilttle too much. Yet, it's
fascinating how some peoplethink that they
have an absolute right to own any firearm
(indeed, any weapon) they can get their
paws on. What is even more incredible are
the lengths the gun nuts will go to when
they try to convince others that they are on
the right side of the gun control issue. Par
ticularly troubling was National Rifle As
sociation head Wayne LaPierre's appear
ance on a television show. LaPierre said
that Bill Clinton was willing to accept a
certain level of violence to push through
his policy agenda. Now, whatever anyone
thinks of Clinton, it's pretty hard to believe
that he was high-fiving A1 and the gang
when news of the Columbine massacre was
reported. Charlton Heston has also been
on the air to brand Clinton a liar. Hey,
thanks Sherlock. Tell ussomething we don't
know! Remember Monica Lewinsky byany
chance, Chuck? And what really elicits
groans (from me, at least), are the dudes
who say some stupid cliche like "My defi
nition of gun control is to use both hands."
OK, get a new line. Please. Seriously, I
think Rush and Liddy send all of their lis
teners a list of witty things to say on all the
big issues.

unlimited, that first part must be there by
accident. "Oops!" exclaimed Madison.
"That was supposed to be in the Third
Amendment!"
While some people seriously ad
vocate banning all guns, I don't think that's
a necessarily wise choice, constitutionally
speaking. Whether we like it or not, we
do have a Second Amendment and if any
thing is certain, it's that guns cannot be
altogether banned. Those who advocate a
total ban on guns must recognize that they
are part of a social contract that says that
an absolute ban on firearms is not accept
able -for better or for worse. I think most
people can live with that; however, the ex
tremists on the other side have to realize
that the Second Amendment does not have
the reach they suggest it does. There are
reasonable restrictions on guns. To para

Those who believe that the Second

Another funny thing is how the gun

Amendment ii an important part of our free
dom must spend our time educating people

extremists are as fond of misquoting the

Second Amendment as George W.is of mis
pronouncing the word "subliminal." I find
it amusing that many of the same people
who would reduce much of the rest of the
Bill of Rights to mere verbiage think that
the Second has the broadest language of
them all. Hey guys, pull out your handy
pocket Constitutions. What does itsay? "A
well regulated militia, being necessary to
the security of a free S tate, the right of the
people to keep and bear arms shall not be
infringed." The gun nuts love to quote that
second part, but tend to ignore the first - as
if it's in a completely different sentence (or
not even there in the first place). The Sec
ond Amendment is one sentence - the two
parts to the Amendment have to be read
together. "Well regulated." That's in there
for a reason, right? There have been many
scholarly interpretations of this phrase.
Some have said that it means that there is a
right to keep and armmilitias (today called,
presumably, the National Guard - not the
wack j obs out in Montana). Others, such
as Professor John Hart Ely (no doctrinaire
liberal, he), have suggested that the likely
meaning was that Congress had the power
to regulate the use of guns, short of getting
rid of them altogether. That seems to be a
reasonable interpretation. In any event, if
the Framers meant that gun ownership was

nius responsible for the Bill of Rightsnot Madison). I see no reason to focus on
RONALD JACOBS (3L DAY)
either the first or second phrases, to the
"A well regulated Militia, being nec exclusion of theother. Rather, they should
essary to the security of a free State, the be read together, as two distinct methods
right of the people to keep and bear Arms, to protect our freedom (for a good expla
nation of this and as a citation, I suggest
shall not be infringed."
Hardly a well-constructed sentence. United States v. Emerson, 46 F.Supp.2d
If George W. Bush uttered it on the cam 598 (N.D. Tex. 1999) (I know, anything
paign stump, the n ational media, and cer from Texas must be read skeptically, but
tainly Mike Haddad, would mock it as a at least I'm not throwing out something
Bush-ism for days(or at least until he made from the Fourth Circuit)). There is the
another gaffe). Yet this phrase enunciates collective right of the states to maintain
one of the most important values underly militias and the right of the people to keep
ing our democracy: the power of the people and bear arms. Militias should be well
together with the power of the states to pro regulated by the States to prevent incur
tect the rights of th e individual. It is not sions by t he Federal Government. The
protection for "gun nuts." I have never held People, the same People protected indi
anything stronger than a BB gun (I can hear vidually by the First, Fourth, Fifth, and
the gasp from the PC crowd) but I believe Ninth Amendments, are protected here by
in the importance of the Second Amend militias (again, I cite to Emerson for this
thought). It makes no sense then to say
ment.
Like any issue, as we get stranger and that only a militia is protected. Further,
stranger people taking extreme stances on the history ofthe Amendment supports the
both sides of the d ebate we lose focus on individual interpretation as well as the
the issues themselves. Certainly I cannot group interpretation (Emerson provides an
rely on Wayne LaPierre and Charlton excellent recounting of the debates over
Heston to cany the banner of gun owner the Bill of Rights and can serve as a bibli
ship rights after their bizarre comments to ography for further research).
Are there things that we can do to
which Mike alluded. Nor can I rely on the
limit
the
sad effects of gun violence? Cer
not-so-pithy phrases of the uneducated to
tainly.
I
see no reason why background
carry the day. T ruth be told, I find many of
checks
and
brief waiting periods would
the listeners of Rush and Liddy to be as
scary as Mike does. So what is to be done? prevent the people from bearing arms (if

COUNTERPOINT:

phrase Cecil Andrus, the former governor
of Idaho, there aren't Teflon-coated deer
running around. Bambi is not packing
heat. While some vice presidential candi
dates may disagree, bans on cop-killer bul
lets and plastic guns are reasonable. And
closing the current gun show loophole may
prevent criminals from obtaining guns il
legally.
All is quiet on the gun front right
now. Have you noticed this? Did you read
that the National Rifle Association has de
cided not to formally endorse George W.
Bush because it didn't want to give the
Democrats any additional ammo (ha! ha!)
against their boy? George Allen, a Senate
candidate in Virginia and a poster child of
the gun nuts, just dropped his opposition
to the assault weapons ban. Could it be
that the gun lobby has finally realized the
error of its ways? Not likely. It's more
likely that the gun people believe that if
they lay low for a while, they will rise again
like Phoenix from the ashes, stronger and
more powerful than ever. Now is the time
for the gun control advocates to stand to
gether, build on the achievements of exist
ing laws of the past decade and demon
strations such as the Million Mom March,
and work to achieve a safer America.

that the Second Amendment is not just
something for hunters and crazed militia
members. We need to develop intelligent
sound-bites for the media and place more
articulate people in the role of spokesman.
We need to remind people of the value of
freedom and why over-regulation of weap
ons takes awayour freedom, without sound
ing as if we are calling for a revolution to
day, or in the foreseeable future. Finally,
those who are willing to defend the Second
Amendment must remember the other parts
of the Bill of Rights and fight for those as
well (just as those who staunchly defend
the First Amendment should also defend
the Second): without freedom of speechand
religion, without limitations on searches
and seizures, without the right toa jury trial,
without the guarantee that soldiers won't
be staying in our guest rooms (so there are
some Amendments that need less defend
ing than others, though if the defense bud
get is cut enough, I guess we may face this
issue), without substantive limitations on
the areas in which the Federal Government
may regulate, there isn't much freedom left
to protect.
On to a few thoughts about the mean
ing of the Second Amendment (by the way
Mike should read his Constitutional history
more carefully, George Mason was the ge

The preceding wai the fint in a series of point-counterpoint
articles which will be published throughout the year.
If you would like to write one, please submit
your desired topic and position to
Seth A. Oilier, Opinion Editor,
who can be reached at

we can prevent a felon from voting,, cer-

tainly we can prevent him from owning a

gun). Gun training and education should
be increased. We should also hold par
ents and other gun owners criminally re
sponsible for crimes committed with their
guns. These simple things can serve to
reduce the negative effects of gun violence
without violating the Second Amendment.
A final thought. What it comes
down to is that we have a Second Amend
ment Anything that we want to doto solve
the problem of gun violence must be done
in light of that. My understanding of the
Amendment is that it is a broad prohibi
tion on government restraint of gun own
ership. Most of the suggestions that have
been put forth would violate that Amend
ment. So, we are left with another option:
amend the Second Amendment. An ar
duous process tobe sure, but if people have
decided that they are willing to give up
their freedom to stop the violence, then
they must make it absolutely clear by
changing the Constitution. Certainly I
would campaign against such an amend
ment, but if some version were to be rati
fied, guns could be regulated or if need
be, outlawed. Whether such laws would
work, I cannot say. But the only way we
can even think about passing such laws is
to ask the people first tochange our founding charter. Maybe then more people
would think about what is being proposed.
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News from the Jacob Burns Law Library
PLEASE BE CONSIDERATE OF OTHERS

NEW COMPUTER DESKS
The new computers on the second
Please be considerate of other students who are using the floor are all operating and things
Library. We have received numerous complaints
seem to be going smoothly, judging
recently about students talking on cellular phones and
by the large numbers of students
holding loud social conversations near study areas. We
that are using the new stations..
always explain to people that this is an academic library
The new e-mail terminals near the
and, as such, some conversation has to take place while
Lerner entrance also seem to be a
students learn how to use the materials, etc. But please
big hit. However, we have discov
remember that others are trying to study in the Library
ered that the glass on the new
and hold your conversations in lowered voices or go to a
computer desks quickly becomes
lounge or some other area where you won't disturb other
smudged with fingerprints-we are
students. And if another student or a library employee
asking the lab assistants and
asks you to lower your voice, please comply with the
maintenance staff to keep up with
request.
the problem. We also are working
with the University to see if
GWORLD UPDATE
different lights could be installed in
the reading room to help cut down
We have been told by the GWorld office that the line
on the glare.
needed to connect the laser printers to their computers
has been installed and that they plan to test it during the
LIBRARY RESTROOM CON
week of September 18. As soon as we are successfully
STRUCTION
connected, we will move that operation from the
Everyone on the staff was surprised
copycards to the GWorld cards. This will enable us to
by the extent of the construction
put credit on the accounts of all students which will
that has been taking place on the
provide for 100 pages of free printing. Thanks for
second floor near the restrooms.
bearing with us while we make this transition. We still
This construction will make it
hope to be able to do away with the old copycard system
possible to install additional
completely on October 1.
restrooms on the upper floors.
Unfortunately, it has meant that the
restrooms, the GWorld machine,
PHOTOCOPIER UPDATE
and part of the lounge have been
The construction on the new photocopier center on the
unavailable for the past week. We
second floor (near the Lerner entrance) is moving along
are told by the contractors that the
quite rapidly. We have made an agreement with Xerox
construction should be completed by the end of the week
\o operate the center which will be available to both
of September 18. We want it over as much as you do!
sbjdcms anA lacultv. M pan ot

agioemenl, -we will

^ removing 5 of the older Oce copiers and replacing

them with 5 new Xerox copiers. We hope that this

transition will take place in early October.

LIBRARY RESEARCH SESSIONS

FALL 2000

If you are interested in sharpening or extending your
research skills, the
Jacob Burns Law
Library invites you to
attend one or more of
its Fall 2000 Library
Research Sessions.
Sessions will be taught
by reference librarians,
who will discuss and
demonstrate a variety
of print and electronic
research sources.

Attention lLs, 2Ls & 3Ls
would you like to receive a

FREE MELTISTATE BAR
REVIEW COURSE
AND EARN SOME EXTRA MONEY?
If so and you are free on Mondays
from 1-2 pm or 4-5 pm,
please contact Pattie DeMarco
at pdemarco@erols.com(preferred)
or call (703) 820-2876.

Basics of Online Patent Searching
Date: Thursday, October 5, 2 000
Time: 4-5:30pm

Location: SL110
Instructor: Leonard Klein, Intellectua l Property Librar
ian, lklein@burns.nlc.gwu.eilii

An Introduction to International Environmental Law
Research
Date: Tuesday, October 10, 2000
Time: l:30pm-2:30pm
Location: SL110
Instructors: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/
Environmental Librarian
Herb Somers, Foreign/International Law Librarian,
hsomers(g),bu rns.nlc. gwu.edu
Researching the Legislative History of Federal
Environmental Statutes
Date: Tuesday October 17
Time: l:30-2:30pm
Location: SL110
Instructor: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/Environ
mental Librarian, gleahv(S).burns.nlc.ywii erf..

Enrollment for each of
these classes is limited.
Please use the sign up
sheets at the Refer
ence Desk on the first
floor of the Library
or send an e-mail
message to the
Researching Federal Environmental Regulations
instructor listed for
Date: Tuesday October 24
the program(s) you
Time: l:30-2:30pm
wish to attend. If
Location. SL110
space limitations
Instructor: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/Environ
prevent you from
mental Librarian, gleahv@burns.nlc-«»wu rA»
attending a particular
session, the Library
will try to schedule a
Researching the Legislative History of Federal
repeat of the program
Statutes
at a later date.
Date: Tuesday, October 31
Time: 2pm-2:50pm
Location: SL110
Taking the Blues Out
Instructors: Lesliediana Jones, Government Documents/
of the Bluebook
Reference Librarian, ljonesta).hurns.nlc.owu.edu
Date: Thursday,
Todd Melnick, Reference Librarian
September 21, 2000
Time: 2-2:50pm
• • •- *
Location: SL110
Instructors: Leonard
Klein, Intellectual
Property Librarian,
IdmajhirmnlcpwiMi
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CAREER
Once Again, CDO Hears
Woes and Makes Foes in FIP
BY TASHIBA JO NES

News Editor

This year's Fall Interviewing Pro
gram (FTP) is the largest program that the
CDO has orchestrated thus far, and 2L and
3L students are putting their best foot for
ward in an eager attempt to land themselves
a job at a high-paying firm. Yet, some stu
: c i dents do not feel optimistic about finding
their dream jobs through the FIP and opt to
take a realistic approach, wondering if FTP
i > is worth all the fuss.
Participating students conducted their
searches either online through the Eattorney
website or at the CDO resource library and
cr decided which firms they were interested
I I in interviewing with. Each student was
alloted 35 bids. For each bid, their resume
and cover letter, if supplied, was sent to that
e-t employer's hiring coordinator. Afterwards,
the CDO compiled an aggregate printout
of the resume materials for each employer
a a and mailed it to them. The hiring coordiri nators search through endless computer
p r printouts and decide who the firm will inM terviewwith. On the day of the interview,
|s's students arrive at the designated place (St.
J J James hotel this year) and await an opportit tunity for 15 to 20 minutes of fame with
tl tl their desired firm. If a good impression is
un made, the firm will directly contact the studd dent in the following two weeks, and if not,
ss students walk away with broken hearts, but
aaaa good experience overall.

I

It seems like an efficient, fair, and
successful system, so what could possibly
go wrong? Well, some students submitted
35 bids and were not selected for any inter-

views. Others received interviews only to
feel as if they were begging for jobs instead
of the firm recruiting them. A 2L student
even commented, "I felt like the interview
ers really were not interested in me, but just
filled up their time slots with undesirables
to make their trip worthwhile."
Overall, students appear to be un
happy with the FIP in at least one way or
another, regardless of how many interviews
they received. Comments ranged from the
lack of good danish provided at St. James
to the humid weather, but some complaints
were worth noting:
"They need to put people in the CDO
that have a sense of reality about what re
cruiters are actually looking for. Right now
the market is good for law school students
and in reality, we are not begging for jobs,
but they are begging for us. The CDO needs
to know that."
"Only 1 person in the CDO is a law
yer. They need to employ more lawyers or
people from the legal field so that they can
advise students accordingly."
"The program needs to be inclusive
of everybody and not just invite those firms
that prefer the top ten percent. Someone
on the CDO staff told me that people should
not participate at all if they did not have a
3.7 GP. A. We are paying too much money
to be told something like that."
"The CDO staff needs to have a bet
ter relationship with the recruiters. That
way, they can get students in better. When
we arc at St. James, youdon't see any mem
ber of the CDO there. What kind of sup
port staff is that?"
Nancy Carver, Director of the CDO,
refuted those complaints, asserting that the
CDO "works very hard in the FIP." Carver
noted that the CDO staff is at St. James to
greet the employers in the morning and
again to meet them for lunch. "It is not the
best use of our time to sit at St. James all

day," Carver explained. "If students want
to contact us, we are easily accessible at the
CDO building." Carver further maintains
that the staff has great relationships with
the recruiters, personally and nationally.
She also denies the allegations that her staff
is not well-equipped to advise students on
legal matters. "Our staff is continuing to
expand and we are hiring more people who
are in the legal field, but we have to strike
a balance between counselors and lawyers."
One positive aspect students consis
tently reported about the FEP is the fact that
it is online, but others point out that half
the time Eattorney does not work or they
have been kicked off on numerous occa
sions. However, 2L and 3L students are
not ready to give up on the CDO. This re
porter recorded student suggestions for
improving the FIP next year:
Make available the number of bids
that a firm receives so students can assess
their chances of receiving an interview and
not waste a bid.
For returning firms, the CDO should
have statistics available on the GW students

The CDO s new digs at 19th and F Streets: Isn 1 it nicer looking than the Law School?
who were selected the previous year. That
way, students can really gauge how perti
nent a journal, skills board, or high GP.A.
is to a firm.
The FIP should take place before
classes begin. During the first weeks of
school is too demanding on students with
jobs, a heavy course load, or those who sim

ply do not want to fall behind so early in
the semester.
GW students have spoken. Now, all
we can do is wait and find out how many
students were successful finding jobs
through this year's FIP and how many
changes the CDO will actually implement
for next year's program.

Maven on the Move: Empire State Lawboy
and the Homeland of Football and 'Dubya
For the first time, GW Law School
participated in a Dallas Regional Pro
gram as a part of the fun we know as
Fall Interview Program. As a 3L who
was not pampered by any of the blueribbon DC mega firms nor has a presti
gious judicial clerkship position waiting
in the wings, I decided to throw caution
to the wind and bid on three Dallas firms
and the Dallas City's Attorney's Office.
I do not know if my resume looks better
in the Texas sun, or ifjust nobody both
ered to throw their hats in the ring,
but I was granted four inter#•
pit
views. Soon September 14,1
flew out of"Reagan" National
Airport, en route to Dallas/ •:
Fort Worth International
Airport, and that is where
my odyssey would begin.
As a native New ; •
Yorker who has never been
a
farther west than Pittsburgh,
%
this was truly going to be a new
•
experience for me. After breathing
recirculated air for two and one halfhours, I disembarked at D/FW. The first
thing I noticed was the heat. Now, I had
heard that it had been unbearably hot in
Dallas this summer. I remember hear
ing Bob Ryan say the words "113 de
grees" and "Dallas" in the same sentence
during a News 4 broadcast. Well, it was
not 113 degrees, but it was around 93
degrees, and the heat hit me like a mal
let. Damn this mild D C. summer!! I
thought "this is where I want to start my
career? A giant hair dryer that masquer
ades as a state??" I met my one Dallas
friend from college, and after a few
hours, we were heading to Grady's Res
taurant
I have come to the conclusion that
residents of Dallas do not cook at home.
There are two reasons for this. First, no
one would voluntarily stand over a hot
stove in a state that already feels like the
inside of an oven. Second, there is an
ungodly amount of restaurants in the
North Dallas area. Every block seeins
to be a restaurant row. Bennigan's,

'

Black-Eyed Pea, TGI Friday's, Outback, than those inD.C., Philly,and NewYork.
Luby's, Furr's, Grady's, Subway, The interviewers wereso friendly . It w as
Scholtsky 's, Dickie's.. .and those are only a little eerie Overall, Texans are a real
the ones I remember.
And the friendly bunch, and the lawyers seem 1 o
steaVhouses—they must multiply like be no different 1 never felt so at e c
during an interview. Additionally. e
bunny rabbits out here. Vegetarians beware,
you are not wanted here. But my personal interviewers confirmed what I aire dy
favorite was Taco Bueno. Their logo is a knew through my own research—Dal
big cartoon word bubble that says "Bueno." las is a booming legal town. There are
great opportunities for young lawyers in
Dallas, and the compensation rates are
not too shabby. Add to that a low cost
of living and the lack of a state in•«
come tax, and that equals a viMatthew Geller's
•
able alternative to the East
•
Coast.
Of course, you
would have to get used to
a few things. Everyone
here seems toown a truck
of some sort. And not all
of them have gun racks.
by Matthew Geller
Oh, and if mass transpor• *
tation is your thing, the Dal
las/Fort Worth area is not for
you. Dallas has a little light rail
system, and a mediocre bussystem, but
everything is so spread out, you must
Now we all know why the Taco Bell have a car. Unless you're a Baptist—
chihuahua got fired—fast food taco com they have vans to drive you around.
High school football is religion.
petition is "muy bueno" in Texas.
The
Saturday
Dallas Morning News de
On Friday, I had the interviews. Now,
voted
ten
full
pages
to high school foot
we all know I lovethe CDO, but there were
ball,
and
only
two
to
Major
League Base
two significant problems at the Dallas Re
ball.
As
for
baseball,
I
did
get to go to a
gional. First, there were no GW CDO staff
members in Dallas, while Georgetown, Texas Rangers game. Beautiful ballpark,
Cornell, and Emory each had at least one but bad concession service. And the
person there toanswer questions. This gave country music after'Take Me Out ToThe
me the impression that the San Francisco Ballgame" was a bit much for me
Not everybody wears boots and a
Regional, which was on the same day, was
a higher priority. Second, and this one is cowboy hat here, but I did see at least
big—the Dallas City's Attorney's Office two stores with the word "Boot" in the
cancelled, as well as at least one other firm name. And for all the restaurants that
that I was not interviewing with. I could Dallas has, I did not see one real deli I
only imagine how I would have reacted if I don't know if I can live without access
had one interview that was then cancelled, to a corned beef on rye—a staple of the
and I did not know ab out the cancellation New Yorker diet.
So, you as k, what did I think of
until only after I had flown all the way to
Dallas?
You know, at this very moment
Texas. I would have been less than pleased.
This must be fixed by next year. As for the I cann ot say. If I get a callback, I'll ict
interviews, they were a lot more laid back you know.
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